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Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) efficiency has rapidly increased from the initial 3.8 to recent 24.2%. This high
efficiency has attracted serious worldwide researchers and industry attention due to their low material
cost, and simple solution-based fabrication process. However, fundamental studies on PSCs are usually
produced through lab-scale actions and carried out on small-area devices (�1 cm2). Here we present
the advances of up-scaling using microwave (MW) annealing of perovskite films on large area specimens
(~16 cm2), looking forward the industrial-scale. Morphological, structural and optical characterization
were performed to confirm the effectiveness of the scaled up MW annealing.
� 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

From the initial (2009) power conversion efficiency (PCE) of
3.8% [1], recent PSC record stands on 25.2% [2], however, these
records have been accomplished on relatively small active areas
(0.1 cm2 or 0.03 cm2) [3]. For large-area PSCs devices (>1 cm2),
though such similar area cells have been reported as having PCE
in excess of 20% [4], there are fundamental issues that need to be
addressed: (i) controllable thin film growth and deposition, (ii)
scalable and reproducible process, (iii) high stability and long life-
time, and (iv) low toxicity.

Various thin-film deposition technologies have been developed,
to fabricate large-area perovskite films of high quality (good film
uniformity, reduced surface roughness, low density of structural
defects, such as pinholes, etc.), being promising techniques blade
coating, spray coating, chemical vapor deposition, and inkjet print-
ing [5]. A common step required for the majority of these deposi-
tion processes is the thermal annealing of the perovskite layer
aiming to drive off any residual solvent from the precursor and/
or to control both the macroscopic morphology and the crystalline
domain size. [6–10].

In previous work [11], we demonstrated that MW annealing
process is an efficient and ultrafast low-temperature fabrication
method of compact, pinhole-free, and highly crystalline perovskite,
being the improvement in crystallinity and enhancement in per-
ovskite grain sizes achieved by optimization of MW output power
and irradiation time.

Here we present the advances of up-scaling using microwave
(MW) annealing of perovskite films on large area (~16 cm2), being
the effectiveness of the MW annealing process confirmed by mor-
phological, structural and optical characterization.
2. Material and methods

Cesium iodide, Lead(II) bromide, Lead(II) iodide and Hydro-
bromic acid from Sigma-Aldrich, Hydriodic acid from Alfa Aesar.
Perovskite and TiO2 compact layers’ preparation are detailed
described in [11].

MW annealing was performed in a multimodal cavity MW
Research Applications Inc. oven, 1 kW nominal power and
2.45 GHz magnetron, temperatures being measured by a
platinum-shielded S-type thermocouple placed 2 mm above the
specimens. Specimens annealed on a transparent-to-MW ceramic
fiber, Fig. 1-a). MW power was 50 and 100 W, and the time needed
to crystalize the ~16 cm2 perovskite films, was approximately 4
and 2 min respectively.

Conventional annealing (CA), 185 �C–30 min, was performed in
a conventional furnace for comparison sake.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a Phi-
lips XL30 FEG equipment. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
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Fig. 1. a) MW oven set up; b) SiC susceptors arrangement.
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recorded using a Panalytical MPD-XPert-Pro diffractometer in
Bragg-Brentano configuration and Cu-Ka radiation source. Grain
size and grain diameter average were determined by Digital Image
Analysis in-house procedures based on SEM images taken with
identical magnification from each specimen at different regions.
3. Results and discussion

Here we test the MW annealing process in large area specimens
(16 cm2) using formamidinium (FA) and cesium (Cs) mixed cation/
iodide bromide mixed anion perovskite solution (FA0.83Cs0.17PbI1.8-
Br1.2) [12] deposited by spin coating on a compact TiO2 layer.

When irradiated by MW, sharp bared glass edges substrates
experienced an inhomogeneous heating due to the so called edge
effect [13], that occurs when MW diffract on the specimen’s edge,
rising locally the temperature, and consequently starting the crys-
tallization on that site. To overcome this effect, we used aluminum
thin sheet shield covering the FTO glass substrate’s edges [14].

When the bared edges substrates were MW annealed, the crys-
tallization starts on the near-edge region and continues towards
the sample’s center, as shown in Fig. 2a. The bared edges speci-
mens, Fig. 2e), show perovskite decomposition near the edges,
due to excessive temperature rise at these sites, the yellowish
zones being PbI2, as identified by XRD [11].

Contrarily, when specimens’ edges were shielded with alu-
minum thin foil, Fig. 2f), crystallization path changed, the speci-
men’s temperature rising being more effective in the specimen’s
center, which is natural in MW irradiated materials, Fig. 2c) [15].
Fig. 2f) shows the edge shielded specimen where the central dark
zone is perovskite, and the contour not yet crystalized yellowish
precursor. Longer times to transform this yellowish zone into per-
ovskite result in decomposition of the central zone, already
crystalized.

To avoid heterogeneities, one must ensure that the whole mate-
rial is heated homogeneously. In fact, PSC’s glass substrate, FTO
and TiO2, have their own contribution to MW heating. Glass is
transparent to microwaves having no contribution to temperature
rise [16]. FTO a non-stoichiometric semiconductor has high electri-
cal conductivity, having a strong heating response [17]. TiO2 shows
moderate coupling to MW [16]. Finally, the perovskite precursor
solvent DMF has a considerable large penetration depth compared
to the film thickness (<1 lm) [18], what corresponds to uniform
heating through the 1-dimension thickness of this material [19],
contributing to the real heating of the active layer [20]. Hence, pre-
cursor material is effectively heated not only by its own coupling
with MW, but also from the lower stack layers, mainly FTO [21].

So, the whole specimen being at the same temperature to allow
a uniform precursor transformation is essential, Fig. 2d). Hence, in
order to homogenize the specimen’s temperature profile, an
approach was made using SiC susceptors, Fig. 1b), which allowed
crystallization of perovskite in the whole specimen, Fig. 2g). SiC
susceptors, located near specimen corners, start to absorb MW
energy from room temperature, and release heat radiation locally.
As the specimens’ center is already heated by MW, Fig. 2c), with
this extra heating, a full material heating is attained, Fig. 2d).

Fig. 3 shows the perovskite microstructure of the conventional
and MW annealed specimens and respective grain size distribution
on the insets. CA perovskite shows a smaller grain size distribution
when compared to MW annealed ones, Fig. 3a). Hence, the CA lar-
ger grain size population is in the range 2–3 lm with 48% share,
Fig. 3a), whilst in all the MW annealed specimens (regardless
MW power or with/without susceptors runs), the largest grain size
population is in the range >12 lm, Fig. 3b), c) and d). As seen on the
inset figures, larger grain size classes increase with MW power,
being this at the expense of the immediately preceding ones,
namely, larger grains grow at the expense of smaller ones (Ostwald
ripening) [22]. As MW radiation produces both thermal and non-
thermal effects on dielectric materials, being the MW annealing
temperature lower compared to CA (80� versus 185 �C, respec-
tively), it can be inferred that it is mainly the MW non-thermal
effect that is responsible for this grain size increasing [11,23].

To assess the effectiveness of the MW annealing process in the
whole specimens’ area, we performed morphological, structural
and optical characterization in different zones of the perovskite
film area, Fig. 4. The perovskite film is compact and without pin
holes all over the analyzed areas. Hence, in Fig. 4 it can be seen
the grain size distribution across the 100W, 80 �C MW annealed
specimens, being the largest grains located at the central area.
All XRD patterns show high intensity peaks, corresponding to the
(1 0 0) and (2 0 0) reflections from cubic perovskite’s characteristic
planes, along in some sites with PbI2 peaks, Fig. 4. In smaller grain
size areas (3, 4, and 5), PbI2 peaks can be attributed to a not com-
pletely crystalized precursor, whilst in the bigger grain size ones (1
and 2), its arising corresponds to an already decomposed
perovskite.



Fig. 2. MW perovskite crystalization evolution of bared/shielded edges glass specimens a) schematic crystallisation evolution with time for bared edges substrates; a), b) and
e) Bared edges; c) and f) Al shielded edges; d) and g) Al shielded edges and susceptors.

Fig. 3. Microstructures and average grain size distribution (insets) of FA0.83Cs0.17PbI1.8Br1.2 perovskites: a) Conventionally annealed; b) MW annealed; c) and d) MW annealed
with susceptors.
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Fig. 4. FA0.83Cs0.17PbI1.8Br1.2 perovskite grain size distribution of 100 W/80 �C/3 min. (Al mask/without susceptors) annealed specimen and respective XRD patterns across it.
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4. Conclusions

With this work, we proved the MW annealing efficiency to
scale-up crystallized PSK films up to ~16 cm2, at low temperature
(80 �C) adjusting MW power and irradiation time, using SiC sus-
ceptors. These highly crystalline films (intense XRD peaks), have
wide grain size (up to 12 lm), along with pinhole-free and smooth
surfaces in all the analyzed areas, which is highly desirable for effi-
cient perovskite solar cell fabrication.
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